
AN ANALYSIS OF TRAGIC FLAW IN SHAKESPEARES TRAGIC HERO

In each of his tragedies, Shakespeare has his main character suffer some flaw in their core character. He gives each
tragic hero a 'fatal flaw'.

Hamlet While Romeo lives at one end of the spectrum, rushing into decisions too quickly, Hamel lives at the
other: his fatal flaw is his indecisiveness and inability to commit to a course of action. Some say that Othello's
tragic flaw was jealousy which flared at suspicion and rushed into action unchecked by calm common sense.
But most people often overlook the tragic consequences of his actions: both he and Juliet end the play dead by
their own hands. For a tragedy to occur there are five conditions. Thinking this, he could not believe that
Desdemona could truly love him for himself. Contact Author The bard himself: William Shakespeare. If he
had thought his actions through further, he would not thought his true love dead. Example 3: Dr. He made a
contract with Lucifer and sold his soul in this connection. While Romeo never stops to think of the
consequences of his actions, Hamlet broods over them too long. Bradley saw Shakespearean tragedy
characterized by the "tragic flaw," the internal imperfection in the hero that brings him down. Othello believes
he can trust one of his soldiers, Iago, who is determined to seek revenge on Othello for not promoting him to
be a lieutenant. Many of his classic works are required reading for high school English language curriculums.
In total, Shakespeare wrote 37 plays, and in writing these plays he added 1, words to the English language.
The hubris of Oedipus is the cause which made him disobey the prophecy of the gods. Function of Tragic
Flaw Tragic flaw is used for moral purposes, in order to encourage the audience to improve their characters
and remove the flaws which could bring their downfall in life. If harmartia is of value, surely it is in the act of
finding, not in the parading of what was found, that we really discover the heart of tragedy. The tragedy of
Othello is not a fault of a single person, but is rather the consequence of a wide range of feelings, judgments,
misjudgments, and. To stick a single label on the tragic protagonist is not, I think, very helpful. He gives each
tragic hero a 'fatal flaw' that ultimately results in their death. He assumes all those around him suffer from the
same ambition he himself feels. In addition, Othello is far from being a perfect character - another quality that
meets Aristotle's requirements. His downfall becomes his own doing, and he is no longer, as in classical
tragedy, the helpless victim of fate. However, this concept does seem to me to lead very often to an
over-simplified view of tragedy â€” especially Shakespearean tragedy. Posted by argumentativeoldgit on April
23, at pm I think we touched on this matter in the comments section here. Students throughout the United
States continue to read his sonnets and plays today. Post navigation. He constantly sees knives around every
corner and mistrust in the eyes of all those around him. The Play's Structure Shakespearean tragedy usually
works on a five-part structure, corresponding to the five acts: Part One, the exposition, outlines the situation,
introduces the main characters, and begins the action. Othello is about as near as Shakespeare gets to classical
tragedy.


